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Van Helsing and Mina go to Dracula's castle, where the professor destroys
female vampires.n Jonathan Harker and Arthur Holmwood follow Dracula's

boat on. But Arthur discovers that the fish are a figment of his imagination, and
the bridge exists in reality. They try to catch up with the boat in their boats

before it is out of sight, but end up losing sight of it.n On a ghost ship that looks
like the Harker ship, Arthur and Mina meet Jack, who is traveling with Alicia.n

In London With the help of Count Dracula's treasure that Arthur found in a
cave below the castle, the Harkers recreate six identical coffins in the

graveyard. Michael and Malika encounter the aliens "Penguin" and "Boadicea"
and Sir Ulrich's Cat in Trafalgar Square. The Harters follow the ghost boat to

another town, where the ghost ship accompanies them to the Dracula boss. It is
Sean Bran who manages to escape from Draculuk.n Callorham comes to the

mayor with documents that indicate that he participated in the murder of
Harker. Lonnie Desmond - Mexican, son of a drug lord. He prefers to play the

guitar in public places than to endure discomfort from the police. Tyler Wade is
African American. He wears the image of a tough guy. He works as a bus driver
in an alleyway. ny Frank is Mr. Richards. He is a warden in a penal colony for

people of non-traditional sexual orientation. For his work, he receives quite a lot
of money, his life is simple and measured.n Lady Sarah Johnson - Lady Sarah.
She lost her voice as a result of a cold while rehearsing for her show. She hopes
her fame will restore her voice. An acquaintance who is a music teacher uses his

influence to persuade her to enter a music competition.
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